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Introduction
• An invitation to take part in the survey was issued to 1,922 panel members
• The invitation to the survey was sent to all panel members on 14/08/2020 with a
reminder being sent on 21/08/2020
• A total of 908 customers completed the survey between 14/08/2020 and 20/08/2020
Male

Female

• The survey took on average 5 minutes to complete
• The survey was incentivized by the inclusion of a double prize draw for £200

Postcode Percentage
BS
84%
BA
11%
TA
3%
GL
1%

18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65 or Above

Segmentation
Segmentation of Customers
35%

30%

25%

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
Young Urban Renters

Mature and Measured

Social Renters

Comfortable Families
Target

Online Panel

Safely Affluent

Thirsty Empty Nesters

Prefer not to say

Part 1: Water Transfers

Question 1: To what extent do you agree that we have enough natural
water to meet demand in the Bristol Water region?
Strongly agree

213

Somewhat agree

399

Neither agree nor disagree

216

Somewhat disagree

Strongly disagree

71

9

23%

Strongly agree

44%

Somewhat agree

Neither agree nor disagree

24%

Somewhat disagree

8% 1%

Strongly disagree

Question 2: In the Bristol Water region we supply our customers on
average 280 million litres of water every day. Where do you think most
of this water comes from?
1

2

3

4

Local Boreholes and wells

Reservoirs

Rivers

Transfers

Question 2: In the Bristol Water region we supply our customers on
average 280 million litres of water every day. Where do you think most
of this water comes from?
4.00
3.47

3.50

3.00

2.79
2.46

2.50

2.00

1.50

1.28

1.00

0.50

0.00
Reservoirs
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Transfers

Question 3: There are different things to consider when planning how
we meet customer demand for water. To what extent do you think
these should be a priority?
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Sufficient water to meet demand

Water saving

Reducing leakage

Innovative ways to reuse or recycle water

Increase capacity to store and supply water

Focus on reducing carbon and environmental impacts

Minimise extraction from environmentally sensitive

Question 3: There are different things to consider when planning how
we meet customer demand for water. To what extent do you think
these should be a priority?
0.00
…focus on reducing leakage

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

3.35

...attempt to reduce what customers use through water saving devices and metering

3.36

…minimise what water it takes from environmentally sensitive locations

…should look to increase capacity to store and supply water

…should focus on reducing carbon and environmental impacts even if it means restrictions
on water supply are more likley in the future

6.00

2.49

...make sure that there is always sufficient water to meet customer needs even in extreme
droughts

…look into innovative ways to reuse or recycle water

5.00

3.80

4.11

5.06

5.83

7.00

Question 4: To what extent do you agree with the following statements
about water sharing?
New water sources may be good for recreation

219

Bills should reduce for me to support

102

Should consider other options first

15

Strongly agree

10%

Somewhat agree

197

400
20%

30%

Neither agree nor disagree

40%

50%

Somewhat disagree

26

213
60%
Strongly disagree

25

216

324

219

28

91

287

312

29

135

145

287

22

58

349

471

102

61

154

298

48

0%

148

350

175

Impact local environment
Local area being short

243

97

It makes sense to transfer water
Impact drinking water quality

457

70%

80%

46
90%

100%

Question 5a: To what extent do you agree with transferring water from
the Bristol Water area to other regions?
Strongly agree

71

Somewhat agree

406

Neither agree nor disagree

254

Somewhat disagree

Strongly disagree

146

30

8%

45%

Strongly agree

Somewhat agree

28%

Neither agree nor disagree

Somewhat disagree

16%

Strongly disagree

3%

Question 5b: What is your reason? (strongly agree & somewhat agree)
Reason

Description

Number

Example

Infrastructure

Customers agreed with water transfers as long as other
options were utilised first (i.e. reducing leakage,
improving use of grey water)

35

“Everyone should be helping each other out but it should be
dependent on other measures to conserve water, leakages being
fixed and recycling”

Impact on customers

Customers agreed with water transfers as long as there
was no impact on supply and quality of their own water

66

“Sharing resources is good providing it does not have a detrimental
effect on our region”

Potential benefits

Customers agreed with water transfers for the potential
benefits of decreased bills, positive environmental
impacts, national agriculture benefits and helping those
in vulnerable situation

39

“Saves families and emergency services from going short and stops
droughts”
“As long as we have enough and bills are reduced there is nothing
wrong with sharing excess water”

National supply

Customers agreed with water transfers as they believed
in a reciprocal national water system due to the
essential need for water and the mixed
geography/rainfall of the UK

182

“I think we need to look at water as a national resource and have a
national strategy”
“Reciprocal arrangements in times of climate change seem logical
and equable”

The ‘right’ thing to do

Customers agreed with water transfers as it is the
ethical, logical and fair thing to do

142

“If we can do it then it is morally the right thing to do”
“Help out others in need, as long as they haven’t been wasteful”

More information
needed

Customer generally agreed with water transfers but
wanted more information on the processes involved

5

“I do not have enough information about the level of water
storage/availability in my area to allow water transfer without a
negative impact on my area”

No reason

Customers did not provide a reason for their answer

12

Question 5b: What is your reason? (neither agree nor disagree)
Reason

Description

Customers were undecided on water transfers due to
uncertainty over infrastructure (i.e. reducing leakage,
improving use of grey water)
Customers were undecided with water transfers
depending on the impact on supply and quality of their
own water

Number

Example

15

“I would want reassurance that the recipient area had done all they
could to reduce demand before they were sent ‘our’ water”

40

“Don’t really know if BW has enough spare water to supply other
regions and not affect our region”

Potential impacts

Customers opinion depended on the potential impacts
to bills and the environment

5

“I understand you might need to share water in order to help other
areas, but the environmental impact of transferring it has to be
seriously investigated”

National supply

Customers opinion depended on the reciprocity of
water transfers and whether this would form a national
network

24

“Resources should be shared across the country but need to be
managed correctly”

Bristol Water decision

Customers believed that this is a decision that Bristol
Water must make internally

4

“You know your business. If you think it’s good for others without
too much impact on your customers then why not”

More information
needed

Customer wanted more information on the processes
involved

137

“I don’t have enough information on our current capacity”

No reason

Customers did not provide a reason for their answer

24

Infrastructure

Impact on customers

Question 5b: What is your reason? (somewhat and strongly disagree)
Reason

Description

Infrastructure

Customers disagreed with water transfers due to
problems with current infrastructure (i.e. reducing
leakage, improving use of grey water)

Number

Example

21

“Other areas should be investing in their own future, if they haven’t
been should we really be bailing them out?”

Impact on customers

Customers disagreed with water transfers due to it
having an impact on supply and quality of their own
water

56

“We need our water here”
“We should not be responsible for the lack of other companies to
provide water to their customers”

Potential
consequences

Customers disagreed with water transfers due to
possible negative environmental impacts and cost to
customer

8

“Water transfers are likely to incur ‘transportation’ costs and have
negative impact on the environment”

Opportunity for
misuse

Customers believed that water transfers produced
opportunities for misuse

7

“Exploitation by another predatory and less efficient company
elsewhere who will not be bothered about water conservation as
they have a bottomless pit to exploit in little Bristol Water”

Opinion

Customers disagreed based on their opinion

5

“I don’t think we should transfer water to other areas”

More information
needed

Customers wanted more information on the processes
involved

5

“I will not know if the transfer is for good or I’ll until my water
becomes restricted but by then it is too late”

No reason

Customers did not provide a reason for their answer

1

Question 6: Do you have any additional comments you would like to
share on water transfers?

Question 6: Do you have any additional comments you would like to
share on water transfers?
Comment

Description

Customers additional comments repeated their
Sensible
support for water transfers as a way of ensuring
that everyone had access to water
Customers believed that current water
Current
resource management strategies should be
management
improved upon before water transfers are
considered
Customers support water transfers as long as
the correct infrastructure is built to ensure
Future
minimal/no leakage and improvement to local
infrastructure
infrastructure should be made as part of these
works
Customers believed that the capital
Capital
expenditure required for such a project should
expenditure
be provided by the company receiving water
Customers believed that Bristol Water should
ensure sufficient supply for their own
Own supply
customers and that water quality standards are
maintained

Number

Comment

Description

Number

Customer Bills

Customers commented that they would want to
see a decrease in their bills if Bristol Water were
to transfer ‘their’ water to another region

9

Necessity

Customers comments indicated that water
transfer should be considered as a last resort, if
it was the only remaining option

7

19

Other countries

Four customers suggested that we look to other
countries such as Jordan and Canada to see
how they successfully transfer water (and other
materials) across large areas

4

12

Desalination

One customer suggested that desalination
should be explored before water transfers

1

Disruption

One customer was concerned that building the
infrastructure required for water transfers
would cause major roadworks

1

49

21

11

Part 2: Internal Leaks

Question 1: How confident do you feel about being able to identify a
leak in your house?
Very confident

220

Confident

412

Not confident

Very unconfident

214

21

Very confident

Confident

Not confident

Very unconfident

Question 2: Have you ever found a leak at your property before?
Other (Please
specify)

Yes

Water supply pipe
within your
boundary

Toilet

No
Water meter

Outdoor tap
Shower

Bath

Indoor tap

Hot water system
0%

20%

40%

60%
Yes

No

80%

100%

Question 2: Other
Response

Number

Bathroom

1

Washing machine

7

Kitchen waste pipe

1

Sink

6

Outside boundary

6

Kitchen

2

Stop tap

1

Not stated

3

Question 3: How confident do you feel about being able to fix a small
leak in your home?
Very confident

Confident

Not confident

Very unconfident

17%

36%

Very confident

36%

Confident

Not confident

11%

Very unconfident

Question 4a: If you found a small leak at your property, what course of
action would you take?
400

350

300

250

200

150

100

50

0
Report it to a plumber

Contact your water supplier

Try to fix it yourself

Leave until it gets worse

Take no action

Report it to your landlord

Other (Please specify)

Question 4a: Other
Response

Number

Friends & Family

14

Insurance

4

Stop tap

2

Not stated

3

Question 4b: What would prevent you from getting a leak fixed?
1.2

“It’s Bristol Waters job”
1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0
Cost concerns

Not having the correct tools/not knowing
how to

Leak not serious enough to need fixing

Too busy

Other (Please specify)

Question 5: Do you know where your stop tap is in the home?
100%
90%
Yes

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%

No

20%

10%
0%
Yes

No

Question 6: What resources do you feel would be most useful for your
water company to provide to help you identify and fix a leak in the
future?
200
180
160
140
120
100
80
60
40
20

0
Online tips and advice guide

Series of short online tutorial videos

Free leak repair service from you water
company

Other (please specify)

Response

Number

All of the above

7

Approved plumber list

5

More detailed usage data

5

Discounted plumber list

2

High consumption notification

2

Accessible water meter

2

Water flow meter

1

Fixed price repair

1

More regular bills

1

Accessible ‘push-to-stop’ cut-off/stop-tap

1

Bristol Water’s responsibility

1

Inspecting stop taps

1

Live monitoring sensors

1

Leak identification kit

1

Lead pipe replacement

1

Water meter key

1

Provide ‘Rothenberger Kibosh Emergency Pipe Repair Kit for 15mm Plastic and Copper Pipes’ for free or at low cost

1

Next Steps
Conducted as part of the Home Maintenance Sub-Group including:
• Waterwise
• Welsh Water
• SES Water
• Southern Water
• Yorkshire Water
• Wessex Water
• Thames Water
Will be combined with surveys conducted by the rest of the group to provide a
national picture for communications on home maintenance and water efficiency.

